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Band: Sacrificium Carmen (FIN) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Saturnal Records 

Albumtitel: Ikuisen Tulen Kammiossa  

Duration: 33:07 

Releasedate: 30.10.2015 

 

After three years and several split and demo releases the debut of Sacrificium Carmen will come out. The band was 
already founded in 2012. After I realised that frontman Spellgoth of Horna has a guest appearance on the plate, the 

disc made me even more curious. In addition, the cover gives me a similar-familiar impression of the mentioned 

Finnish compatriots. 

 

Particularly striking are the melodicly playful guitar passages and the "disharmonious" sound sequences which 

accentuate the mood perfectly in the songs. Added are stomping but also hitting drums to match the mood of each 

song. I think the guys can rock well and also dash aggressive forward. The voice is nagging as usual and sometimes 

seems slightly wailing with its cries without getting a DSBM touch, however. I think that is quite pleasant. 

 

I would say that certain Doom and Depressive-parts reflect in the album, whereas it is rather shortly brushing these 
genres since the black metal is always clearly the most important part and more than just the basic musical 

foundation. No, I would rather describe the band as open-minded for the mentioned influences. 

 

The sound, the Finns have created here, is often slightly hypnotic and meditative. And even though no gentle wimps 

are played, a mixture of the finest kind is created. At the same time the guys can bang like mad without taking 

prisoners. This controversy within the varied tracks fascinates me most about this work. 

 

Conclusion: 

Gloomy and at the same time angry Finnish Black Metal in a punchy sound dress with many surprises is played here. 

Many parts of the songwriting seem extremely diabolical and morbid done and provide the whole disc the perfect, 
sinister mood. From my side a real buy recommendation for lovers of traditionally held Finnish Black Metal and 

bands like Horna, Sargeist or Behexen ! 

 

Rating: 8,5/10 

 

Recommendations: Öisen Haahkan Liekeissä , Kaaoksen Käärme, Julman Sanasta 

 

Weblink: http://www.facebook.com/SacrificiumCarmen  

 

LineUp: 
 

Hoath Cambion – Vocals 

Profostus - Guitars / Backing Vocals 

Advorsvs - Guitars 

Hypnos - Bass 

Xeth - Drums 

 

Tracklist: 

 
01. Lucifer 
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02. Öisen Haahkan Liekeissä 

03. Pimeän Silmän Goetia 

04. Kaaoksen Käärme 

05. Nemesis 

06. Verialkemia 
07. Julman Sanasta 

08. Yön Kasvot 

 

Author: Blacky / Translator: Sereisa 


